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by Gerry Paige Smith

It Takes Two to Play
Making playtime twice as much fun is as easy as 

adding games and gear that invite kids to pair up and 
play hard.  Two-player toys encourage a natural ebb 
and flow between kids that strengthens their sense of 
sportsmanship, teamwork and fair play.  Games and 
gear designed for two players are also ideal encour-
agement for children to find playmates, make friends 
and connect with peers. It’s time to double the good 

times with the following recommended toys and 
games that take two!

It Takes Two to Play

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

OgoSport Disc Set
(OgoSport)

Featuring elements from 
several sports, the OgoSport 
Disc Set has ‘catch-and-throw’ 
at its heart, but it’s range of ac-
tivities expands far beyond. The 
round disc frames a trampoline-
like surface that catches the ball and then adds extra spring as a 
player launches the ball back. Additionally, with its large surface 
area, smaller hands can have a better chance at snagging the 
ball with the disc.  The disc floats in water and is great for lofting 
water balloons as well. It’s also easy to create OgoSport Disc 
gameplay based on other sports baseball, soccer and more! 
Like an over-sized FrisbeeTM that also throws, catches and 
bounces balls, the OgoSport Disc set is a versatile and action-
packed combination of two-person action!

Spiro Hop Bouncer
(TP Activity)

Perfect for pairs, the Spiro Hop 
Bouncer is a sturdy improvement over 
traditional teeter-totters. On a stable tri-
pod base, the Spiro adds bouncing and 
spinning to the normal see-saw ups and 
downs. With inflatable balls absorbing 
the impact under the seat, there are no 
more tongue-biting, hard landings when 
the seats hit the ground. While unevenly weighted kids on a 
traditional see-saw could keep one child ground-bound and the 
other stuck aloft, the Spiro assembly includes an adjustable bar 
to account for weight differences. Additionally, the counterbal-
ance action of the ball seat adds lift on the rebound to keep the 
up and down going strong. Complete with stakes to anchor the 
set for outdoors and padded floor protectors for indoor use, the 
Spiro Hop Bouncer definitely levels-up over old-school see-saws 
with its flexibility to accommodate diversity between two riders.

Everywhere Table 
Tennis Set
(EastPoint)

Table tennis is an addic-
tive sport. With broad paddles, 
light-as-air balls and a small net, 
it’s one of the easiest sports to 
just walk up and play. And while 
you may have to look harder for a 
regulation-size ping-pong table to play on, you can now bust out 
a recreational set that turns any smooth table into a table tennis 
arena! The EastPoint Everywhere Table Tennis Set includes net 
anchors that simply unspool the retractable net according to a 
table width, and clamp into place onto the sides of the table top. 
Two paddles and three balls come with the set, so you can get 
your game on in minutes. Lightweight, compact and portable, 
this table tennis set is perfect for family reunions, playdates, 
church outings, or any event with tables that can quickly be 
transformed for a ping-pong-pair showdown.

Ultra Range Walkie Talkie
(Spy Gear)

Whether your kids are in pretend-play 
mode as secret agents or on the move as 
bona-fide explorers, giving them the means 
to communicate at a distance will amplify the 
whole experience! The Ultra Range Walkie 
Talkie set features a simple click-and-hold 
button to talk – with a volume control for those 
sensitive missions that require a “sneak” fac-
tor. The walkie talkies’ sturdy construction is a 
plus, but it’s the extended talking range of this set (up to two miles!) 
that makes it a real winner. Ideal for hiking, outdoor festivals, and 
neighborhood expeditions, best buddies will love having their own 
channel to communicate as they explore their bigger world. Paired 
with a sense of adventure, the Ultra Range Walkie Talkies take the 
conversation to the extreme!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama.  More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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        A Page in a Book
We All Have a Story to Tell
From the moment they begin to string words together, kids are off on their own story-

telling adventures! Whether it’s disjointed narratives of their pretend-play or more cohe-
sive descriptions of events in their lives, children love a good story – real or imagined. As 
they hear stories repeated, kids begin to recognize the elements that construct tales; the 
setting, the characters, and the plot.  And for kids who love reading books, it’s a natural 
next step for them to want to craft stories of their own. The following titles are entertaining 
explorations of the art of story-telling. Whether the medium is art, voice or the written-
word, everyone has a story – and the charm is in the telling.

Lost for Words
by Natalie Russell (Peachtree)

Prepared with a nice new notebook and colored pencils, Tapir is ready to create a story 
between its covers. But when nothing comes to mind as he confronts the blank, white pages, 
Tapir goes to visit his friends in hopes of overcoming his writer’s block. He learns that Giraffe 
fills his notebook with poetry. Hippo uses his notebook to tell exciting (mostly autobiographi-
cal) stories. Flamingo writes song lyrics and music onto her pages. Impressed by his friends’ 
talents, Tapir is still coming up empty for ideas of his own.  After searching for inspiration, 
Tapir finally retreats to a quiet hilltop. And what he sees inspires him to put his pencils to the 
page – to finally tell his own story. A sweet reminder that not all tales need words, this book is 
a celebration of all the different ways a story can be told.

Ike’s Incredible Ink
by Brianne Farley (Candlewick)

As a dedicated reader and lover of good stories, Ike feels ready to write one of his own. But 
getting started is hard. Ike can’t start this project without the perfect ink. He embarks on a long 
journey to find the best ingredients. Securing shady and mysterious shadows are first on his list.  
Tracking and plucking the black feathers on the Booga bird are next.  Collecting the velvety dark 
of the moon requires extraordinary preparation and some rocketry (but Ike gets there and back). 
Once his critical black hues are collected and processed for his perfect ink, Ike sits at this desk 
with his ink pen ready to write. And the story that follows is the perfect culmination of Ike’s desire 
to write a story that’s all his own! 

Help! We Need a Title!
by Herve Tullet (Candlewick)

From the moment the first page turns, readers enter into a conversation with the casually drawn and 
engaging figures in Help! We Need a Title. An incongruous team of characters are surprised to the see 
the reader open their book – and are also unprepared with a story to tell. They make some false starts 
trying to entertain the reader before they decide what’s really needed is an author. When they pull the 
reluctant author into the picture with them, he organizes their suggestions into a short, but sweet story for 
the reader. The direct engagement of the characters as they break the “fourth wall” will delight both the 
read-aloud and independent reading sets. Originally published in France, Tullet’s candid style is ideal for 
introducing the elements of storytelling to young readers!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com. 


